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Milton School Weekly 
'Believe and You Will Achieve'                           10 December 2021 

Dear Parents and Careers 
This week at Milton School has been an 
amazing experience with the Christmas 
holiday coming. 
We are pleased with the work and 
activities our classes have been taking 
part in, lots of Christmas related work, we 
are looking forward to seeing more of 
their creative work. 
Regards 
Mr. K Storey 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENRICHMENT  
This week in Enrichment we made 
jammy biscuits. So easy to make and 
so very yummy. Everyone loved these 
delicious delights, A definite winner. 
Super proud of our students who took 
part in Enrichment. Well done! COOKING CLUB 

Brilliant cooking club this week.  We made 
festive gingerbread bakes ,everyone loved 
making these ,the students got very creative 
with their designs. Then as a little treat we made 
chocolate Krispy puddings. These looked and 
tasted amazing.   Just want to say a massive 
well done to all the students who have  
attended cooking club. You have all done so 
well. Super proud of you all. 
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YEAR 5 
Since our last newsletter year 5 have been 
super busy! Our world class team of junior 
chefs have been creating again! As class 
teacher, I do apologize that nothing seems to 
be getting home most does not pass the junior 
chefs testing so is eaten to ensure quality 
control. Our sponge cake was a knockout, 
and all seemed to have enjoyed the baking 
process. 

 
An amazing lesson provided by Spaghetti 
Maths was something we all enjoyed. Making 
the triangular based pyramids was at first tricky 
but we soon got the hand of it and what 
happened when we built the final tetrahedron 
was amazing. As a well-tuned machine, we 
lifted it off floor…. It did not drop to the floor…. 

YEAR 2 
Year 2 have been enjoying their Christmas 
work, creating stain glass windows, a 
Christmas tree and Christmas jumpers.  
 
We have also been baking Christmas 
shortbread biscuits and adding those 
extra yummy sprinkles. 
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YEAR 8 
In today’s PE lesson we exercised, we 
practiced passing the ball to one 
another, then we enjoyed a game of 
bench-ball! #PE #year8 #fun 
#exercise #teamwork #teammilton 
 
Y8 thoroughly enjoyed taking part in 
the maths workshop, they worked 
alongside Y7 to build a pyramid and 
then raise it above their heads! 
#funtimes #year8 #teammilton 
#mathsworkshop #teamwork 
 
Today Y8’s careers lesson was based 
on a guessing game called ‘who 
does the job.’ Y8 learnt that it doesn’t 
matter who you are or what you look 
like anyone can do any job they 
desire! #Careers #year8 #teammilton 
#appearancesdontmatter 
#Motivation #FutureOfEducation 
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Work of the Week 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A brilliant team effort from year 10 - 
Beautifully colored perfect for our  

Christmas cafe display. 

House Awards 
The Cook Champion of the 

week is awarded to  
Bella-Jane  

The Drake Captain of the 
week is awarded to  

Jake T  
The Kingsley Star of the 

week is awarded to  
Rachel B    

YEAR 11 
It has been another busy few weeks in Year 11.  On Wednesday mornings 
this half term, Erin and Shannon from RUFC Community Partnership, have 
been working with the Year 11 pupils on an introduction to the National 
Citizen Service (NCS).  Skills like gaining more confidence, positive thinking, 
teamwork, communication, patience, and problem solving have all been 
covered.  Further details of how your child can become part of the NCS 
Summer programme will be sent out at a later date. 
 
Two medical students from Sheffield Hallam University spent some time in 
Year 11 to pass on their expert knowledge on Anatomy and Physiology and 
Health and Hygiene this week.  Year 11 pupils asked some very relevant 
and sensible questions to the students and showed maturity in the way they 
listened and responded to the very interesting topics covered.   
 
A big thank you to everyone who attended last week's Careers Fair.  We 
hope it helped in deciding your child's next steps after Milton School.   
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